Floyd rose parts diagram

They are the exactly the same. Made in Germany by Schaller, the logo stamp is on the bottom of
the base plate. The string spacing on the OFR is. See them below. Floyd Rose is not a
manufacturer, he is a nice guy named Floyd with the last name of Rose who created a fulcrum
style tremolo with fine tuning, then gets the manufacturers to make it in variants while getting a
royalty for each one put on a guitar or sold, and then made a fortune doing it Anyway, Schaller
of Germany is the main manufacturer and has the honor of making the Floyd Rose Original,
along with a few others. You see, a Floyd Rose tremolo can be made in Germany or it can be
made somewhere else. If its made somewhere other than Germany, it's called a licensed model.
Floyd Rose tremolos are not generally known as "Licensed" if they are made by Schaller
Electronics GmbH of Germany, however they technically are. There are many licensed Floyd
Rose variants, most are made in Asia. They all look kind of similar, in a general sort of way, but
the shape of the plate and the saddles design and complexity tend to be different between
models to better distinguish between various guitar lines. In any case, all licensed models are a
2 post fulcrum designs that share the same basic format as the Original Floyd Rose that is
made in Germany. Cart Empty. Show Cart. Qty: Price:. Fender Parts. Floyd Rose Tremolo Parts.
Gibson Tremolo Parts. Peavey Parts. Ibanez Tremolo Parts. Charvel Parts. Accutune Parts.
Parts by Type. What does Floyd Rose Licensed mean? First some simplified history Sort by.
Product Name. SKU: Product details. Out of stock. Select an option. Diagram Performing the
routing of a complex cutout in a guitar body, such as that required for a recessed Floyd Rose
Original bridge, can be made much simpler and accurate using a number of interlocking
templates fitted to a master baseplate. It is difficult to construct an electric guitar without
reaching for the router. Control and pickup cavities, neck pockets and tremolo recesses are all
operations that require the use of this versatile tool, and all of these examples are made much
easier and safer by the use of a template and an inverted pattern bit to guide the router around
the intended cut. One routing pattern that can be difficult to execute accurately is for a Floyd
Rose Original tremolo, particularly the recessed version whereby the arm can be raised or
lowered above and below its equilibrium point. The following article describes a system that
lends itself well to performing this difficult routing operation by the use of a master indexing
plate on to which a number of different templates can be attached to create the complex routing
pattern. The system can be adapted for other patterns as well such as pickup cavities or other
tremolo systems. Referring to the PDF plans attached to the bottom of this post , the Floyd
Rose routing templates are based around a master indexing plate Sheet 1. The centre of the
plate has a mm x mm window which can accept a matching template insert. Near the perimeter
of the plate are mounting holes for installing further templates which may be overlaid on top of
the indexer to provide extra tool height for shallow cutting operations which would otherwise
cause the router bearing to ride higher than the template. The templates used in this example
have been created from clear Perspex, but MDF can also be used. Perspex however has the
advantage that it is possible to see through the template to help position it against reference
guidelines drawn on the body to ensure perfect alignment. Sheet 2 shows the insert that is
installed within the window of the indexer and contains the guides for drilling the tremolo post
holes and the penetration for the trem sustain block. Sheet 3 details the overlay template that is
attached on top of the indexer for routing the cavity for the bridge plate of the Floyd Rose. With
the end stop shown on Sheet 4 fitted to the overlay template, the extra depth required for the
fine tuners at the rear of the bridge can also be routed. Sheet 5 describes the template for
routing the rear of the body for installing the springs. Begin with the indexer. After cutting the
perimeter of the plate mark the centreline and intonation reference lines as shown on the
diagram as squarely as possible. If using Perspex scribe these lines on the underside of the
template. Having these lines under the template assists with lining up the location of the
template on the guitar body. The window cut-out in the index plate can be created using a
coping saw to rough out the cut, followed by a router guided by temporary fences to ensure
straight, square edges. Note that the indexer can be as large as you like, so long as it remains
easy to attach to your guitar. Cut and shape the outline of the insert plate and check the fit in
the indexer window. The insert plate needs to be a snug fit with no slop while remaining easily
removable. With the insert fitted to the indexer mark the cut-outs and drill locations detailed on
sheet 2. Performing the marking of the insert while fitted to the indexer ensures the locations of
the cut-outs remain square and true relative to the centreline scribed on the indexer. Remove
the insert and complete the cut-outs as carefully as possible. Move on to the overlay template.
Again, use the centreline on the indexer as a reference to aid in aligning the two when marking
the locations of the cut-outs in the overlay template. With the templates constructed as shown
in the plans the front edge of the overlay needs to be on the same alignment as the front edge of
the indexer. The four 4mm holes should be drilled while the two pates are clamped together so
that they remain in perfect alignment. These holes are used to lock the two plates together while

routing. Removable pins or screws should be installed to align together them when routing
provided that they do not protrude, and either damage the surface of the guitar body or hinder
the movement of the router. The removable end stop can be constructed using two strips of
material laminated together to make the required step profile. Two screw holes should be bored
through the overlay template into the end stop to allow the two components to be secured
together when performing the routing operation. Mark or scribe the dashed line shown on the
drawing as perpendicular as possible to the centreline. At this stage you should have a guitar
body ready to be routed to accept the Floyd Rose bridge. A centreline should be marked on the
body along with an intonation reference line drawn at right angles across the full width of the
body at your chosen scale length. No intonation line has been marked, but your actual build will
require this to ensure the Floyd Rose is installed at the correct distance from the nut. Align the
index plate with the centreline and intonation reference line drawn on the body and clamp it
securely. Test-manoeuvre your router around the indexer to ensure your clamps do not interfere
at the extremities of the window in the plate and adjust if required. Alternatively you can use
double-sided stick tape provided it is of good quality and doesn't allow too much lateral
movement of the templates once adhered. Fit the insert plate into the window and using the two
10mm template holes as a guide bore the trem post holes using a 10mm brad point bit to a
depth of 10mm or so. The exact depth at this stage isn't critical. Were just establishing the
location of the post holes to start with. A Forstner bit can be used to remove some of the waste
within the 24mm x 76mm cut-out of the insert template to a depth of approx. The insert plate can
now be removed from the indexer and the overlay plate installed over the top. Again, use the
Forstner bit to remove some of the waste to a depth of 5mm. Creating the rear well that allows
the bridge to be pulled backwards when raising the trem arm requires routing a secondary
depth at the back of the cavity of an additional 6mm. This is achieved by fitting the small stop
bar to the overlay template that reduces the router lateral travel by 16mm. Run the router within
the template to a depth of 12mm below the face of the guitar body. The indexer and templates
can now be removed from the body. Using a drill press bore all the way through the body down
through the bottom of the sustain block rout. Where the drill exits the body at the rear, mark a
line perpendicular to the centre of the body that touches the tangent of this drill hole. Fit and
clamp the fourth template, aligning it with the centre and sustain bock reference lines on the
back of the body. Ideally this depth should be [thickness of body] - 29mm. An additional depth
to the rear edge of the spring cavity is required to allow clearance for the sustain block to swing
backwards when the trem arm is depressed. This depth is again dependent on the thickness of
your body but should be [thickness of body] - 15mm. For a typical Strat this will result in a
cutting depth of 30mm. Take care not to run the bit into the forward edge of the sustain block
rout. A temporary fence may be clamped to the work piece to prevent the router being
accidentally moved into the front wall of the sustain block rout. The last step is to bore the final
depth of the trem bushing holes. Remove the last template and flip the body over. Measure the
length of your trem bushings and set your drill press depth stop to this value. Using a 10mm
brad point bit on the drill press bore down the two 10mm holes that were established in step 2.
Once the holes have been drilled the bushings can be pressed into the guitar. They should go in
with firm hand pressure. An alternate method is to use a drill press with a short piece of dowel
in the chuck to press the bushings in. Test fit the bridge and check to see if there is sufficient
clearance to allow the bridge to swing up and down without binding on any of the routs.
Because the routing templates can be removed from the master indexer the user has the ability
to create other template inserts and overlays for different routing tasks. Any shape that can fit
within the dimensions of the mm x mm window has the potential to be made into a template for
repetitive or complex routing operations. Pickup cavities, battery box cavities, Kahler and
Wilkinson tremolos are some examples. FR Routing Templates. Attribution â€” You must give
appropriate credit , provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do
so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or
your use. ShareAlike â€” If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute
your contributions under the same license as the original. Posted February 7, Posted August 29,
Posted December 25, Posted December 27, Routers have a lockable depth adjustment system.
So if the router bit is 32 mm long the bladed part, the yellow one in the picture you simply push
it down until it protrudes 29 mm outside the base plate and lock it there. When you're using a
template you'll need bits with a bearing like the ones shown. Make sure that you start so that
the bearing rolls along the template. If you need to go deeper than the length of the bit, you can
first route with the template attached and then remove the template and run the bearing against
the walls of the freshly routed cavity. You can post now and register later. If you have an
account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Difficulty:

Intermediate. Published by curtisa. The System Referring to the PDF plans attached to the
bottom of this post , the Floyd Rose routing templates are based around a master indexing plate
Sheet 1. Constructing the templates Begin with the indexer. Adapting the system Because the
routing templates can be removed from the master indexer the user has the ability to create
other template inserts and overlays for different routing tasks. You are free to: Share â€” copy
and redistribute the material in any medium or format Adapt â€” remix, transform, and build
upon the material Under the following terms: Attribution â€” You must give appropriate credit ,
provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. NonCommercial â€” You may
not use the material for commercial purposes. No additional restrictions â€” You may not apply
legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others from doing anything the
license permits. Followers 1. Go to tutorials. Count The Guitars 2 Posted February 7, Share this
comment Link to comment Share on other sites. Brdibbi 0 Posted December 25, Bizman62 1,
Posted December 27, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Add a
comment Insert image from URL. Sign In Sign Up. Supporting Membership. Forums New posts
Trending Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest
reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Change style. Contact us. Close Menu.
Home Forums Instruments Guitars in General. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Very disappointed in the quality of
new floyd Rose Tremolo's. Thread starter pfrischmann Start date May 14, Messages 3, Just a bit
of a rant. My wife bought me a cool Charvel custom shop guitar for my birthday. It has a floysd
on it. The first I've had on a new guitar in quite some time. I have several older guitars from the
80's with OFR's on them. FR really cheaped out on the metal of these newer units. The screws
for the string clamp are already rounding out. The fine tuners feel gritty when turning, not
smooth like the originals. The overall unit just does not feel as solid. On top of all of this, I tried
to take off the bolts holding the nut to the neck and one of them stripped. I used the same
wrench on two of my older guitars after this with no problem whatsoever. What is this world
coming too. Rant off. Messages 25, That sucks. The Gotoh FR seems to be the best currently
made. Messages 1, Blix said:. B Money Member. Messages 5, Having said that, my Wolfgang
has a Ping made Floyd on it, and it's a great unit. Maybe they have started subbing them out the
some low-bidder. Virtual Pariah Member. Messages 2, RCM78 Member. My '09 Jackson PC-1 has
a real floyd on it. Compared to a few guitars I have from '86 and '87 the new bridge feels just
fine. The korean models have a beveled edge on the back of the saddles. I would think that a CS
charvel would not use a korean bridge RobRowland Member. Messages I'm assuming you are
talking about the floyd rose FRT-O trem which is OEM on the charvel pro mods and many other
brands within a certain price point I was dissapointed in these as well when I first got them. The
fine tuners are a little less smooth and the lock screws are not quite as good as the MIG ones. I
have 3 guitars with these trems 2 charvel promods and a gibson les paul axcess custom , and
all of them have given me no issues whatsoever. And yes, I do own guitars with MIG floyds and
while they are a little better, they are not that much better to justify swapping trems out at this
point. At the charvel's price point, I can understand them using the korean made ones.
Messages 8, The Schaller-produced model is bubble pack only aftermarket or supplied to very
small boutique builders. I received a Korean-made licensed Floyd on an Agile recently and
compared it to the Korean-made original Floyd on the Custom shop access that arrived the
same day, and they're identical and in fact, came off the same line, though there are two
separate Korean lines that produce OFRs these days, according to Floyd. Both guitars currently
have Schaller-made OFRs at the moment, but not because there was anything wrong with the
Korean models and those are currently in other guitars and doing very well. I'd have no
compunctions about swapping them around except that I wish they'd standardize on a shape so
that the routs could standardize as well I've got a vintage Schaller I'll sell you. Only reason I
haven't put it on the bay is that the nut went with a neck I sold, and I don't have the bar
anymore. I'm sure the collar and bar you have would clamp right down on it though. It's all the
good metal. The black one on the right. I was dissapointed in these as well when I first got them.
It is different than the older ones I have, no question. Messages 1. Hi everybody! It's my first
post. Whamy bar is clicking too loud. Do you know what kind of material is used for block in
korean FRT o? I'am surre it's not ferromagnetic and brass. Do I need making extra spaces in
guitar body if decide to install Schaller's tremolo? Mesanixta Member. C-4 Member. Messages
13, I read a thread that did mention the Schallers have dropped in quality too since the death of
the owner. Some parts are now out sourced to factories in the Czech Republic and lighter less
durable materials are being used. Got a real Gotoh installed and it is really spot on. What
cheeses me off : Companies like Gibson and Peavey putting junk on their high end guitars. WTF
is up with that? We aint stupid and we are going to spread the word on junk and gems alike. So

why treat us like idiots -one off customers? I will not buy peavey EVER again. Messages 9, I
wonder how Schaller's new Lockmeister Floyd compares to the Gotoh? Grandturk Member. I
have old Floyds and new Floyds - all Schaller made - and except for the black finish wearing off
the old one, I don't notice any difference. I have had trouble with new nuts and bars - nuts
buzzing and bars loosening. Other than that, no problems with the trem unit. You must log in or
register to reply here. Trending Topics M. African-American Builders? Started by mabnotes
Yesterday at AM Replies: Do you hide guitars from service workers? Started by spi Friday at AM
Replies: Guitars in General. Amps and Cabs. Which pedals were instant keepers for you, no
drama, no doubts? Started by skiltrip Wednesday at AM Replies: Once you start playing guitar,
it doesn't take long to figure out what you like and don't like in an instrument and to develop
your own ideal specs. However, we all know that commissioning a custom build isn't always in
the budget. Building a partscaster guitar can be a great way to compromiseâ€”get the guitar
you've always wanted for a price you can afford and learn some great skills in the process. In
our video above, Andy Martin explains what you should know before building your very first
partscaster. And below, we're going to run through some of the key processes, from matching
the body to the neck to tips and tricks for achieving the perfect finish. In a perfect world, your
neck and body would be an immediate fit. But chances are, the neck is going to be either too
wide or too narrow for the neck pocket. The depth of the neck heel should be a major
consideration when selecting a neck. The heel base is a hyper-critical element of a solid-playing
guitar. We can, however, address the heel width. But for basement and garage builders,
modifying the neck pocket is your best and easiest option. Once the centerline is established,
we can deal with a too-narrow neck using shims, aka spacers, for precision fitting. Trust no
shim implicitly, and always refer to centerline for every measurement. You can use any
non-compressible material credit cards, playing cards, etc. This installment addresses the
wiring and fitting of all manner of elec-trickery. For the neck, we have a US Fender single coil.
We're starting with a pillaged wiring loom from a Strat copy. Having a roadmap is helpful for the
inexperienced, and a working loom may exist in another of your project guitars. No wiring to
work with? Kits and diagrams are available, but the combinations are many, so start with a
basic setup. The pots are U. Always renew output jack sockets after upgrading. Tag the donor
pots, pickups and wires that lead to them before dismemberment and keep them for reference if
you get confused. There are other wiring routes for different applications; this setup will provide
standard operation. The pickguard needs trimming for a humbucker slot and Floyd Tremolo.
Starting at the tremolo:. To mark out the humbucker slot, flip the pickguard so guide lines will
not stain the face-side. Here, we're installing a Floyd Rose-style floating tremolo system on a
cheap, Strat-style Peavey guitar. Surface mounting is possible, but because the Floyd design
uses the tuning extensions behind the saddles, you'd need to make room by routing the body
below the bridge. Ensure all measurements start and finish with reference to your centerline.
Double check the scale length of your neck as it fits to the body, then:. When mounting a
locking nut, a pre-fitted neck would be best, but the Peavey neck will need to be modified to
accept the hardware, using the original nut as a zero fret to preserve string alignment. Here,
we'll look at what it takes to paint or refinish your guitar, along with three custom finish
templates. Completely stripping a guitar body is more difficult than many realize. Even cheap
guitars usually have durable finishes that require effort to remove. Here are some hard and fast
tips:. They may not be your cup of tea, but let these examples open your mind to all the other
possibilities out there. This cool effect simply requires plastic food wrap and two colors. This is
a fast, simple method to produce a stunning finish. You can produce this effect with a dark or
metallic base coat, a fishnet stocking and some biological topcoat colors. Finally, the classic
tape and layer method. That means creating this guitar is just for you and you alone. If you try
to sell it on Reverb or anywhere , it creates a very unfun series of messages from EVH lawyers
to Reverb staff and then to you. Your purchases also help protect forests, including trees
traditionally used to make instruments. Shipping Region: Ukraine Learn More. Reverb Articles.
Brands Mentioned in the Video. Measure the nut, mark the halfway point. Do the same at the
12th and 21st fret. Drop the centerline over the edge of the heel. Mark the bridge line mid-point,
extend a perpendicular line to the neck pocket. The line from the nut to the bridge is the
centerline, refer to this for every measurement. Contour template and determining neck taper
with a protractor from 21st fret. Basic Garage Wiring. Quality new components. R For routing,
level the width at the headstock T Routed. U Marked template. V Remember: between the
locking nut holes. W Drill points are where the lines cross. X When in position, pierce your
template to mark the drill points on the neck. Y Work up through your bits carefully to 9mm. Z
Pins fitted and glued. AA A good template and patience yield precise results. BB A solid garage
fix with ample truss-rod access. Completed and nicely in line with original nut. Note: this mod is
for garage guitars. Your guide to the latest gear trends, demos, and deals. Sign up for the

Reverb Newsletter: Subscribe. By clicking Subscribe, I agree to the processing of my data in
order to receive emails. Reverb Gives Your purchases help youth music programs get the gear
they need to make music. Carbon-Offset Shipping Your purchases also help protect forests,
including trees traditionally used to make instruments. Oops, looks like you forgot something.
Please check the fields highlighted in red. Yes, that's correct Do not update. In this article, we
look at everything you need to know when choosing a guitar with a Floyd Rose system. It's
quite a different beast to your average hardtail or vintage vibrato, so its worth getting clued up
on this popular guitar tremolo system. Decades later, the Floyd Rose remains a popular
hardware choice for guitar manufacturers. A Floyd Rose is a double-locking tremolo system
designed for electric guitars. Invented by yes, you guessed it Floyd D. Using it to great effect
with their distinctive whammy bar acrobatics, they were responsible for bringing it into the
mainstream spotlight. The Floyd Rose works in a similar way to a vintage-style tremolo like the
one pictured below. It essentially allows you to raise or lower the pitch of your guitar to achieve
a vibrato effect. A Floyd Rose lets you lock the strings in place at two points on your guitar â€”
at the bridge itself, and at the nut. The bridge features locking saddles, which the strings are
inserted into. These are then fixed into place via tightening bolts on the back of the bridge,
which are adjustable with an allen key. These let players tune their guitar if the strings sharpen
or flatten from extensive tremolo use or temperature changes. The locking nut, which is used in
place of a traditional bone or synthetic nut, has a similar locking design. Using 3 metal plates,
these lock down 2 strings each and are also tightened with an allen key. This prevents the
strings from sliding over the nut and going out of tune when using the whammy bar. These
techniques dramatically affected the pitch of his guitar, to achieve other-worldly sounds without
going out of tune! His playing was heavily influenced by Jimi Hendrix and Ritchie Blackmore;
two guitar icons who famously used the tremolos on their Stratocasters. Using his metal and
crafting skills from making jewellery, Rose developed early prototypes. This included a system
that locked the strings at the bridge and nut, but lacked fine tuners. The problem with this
primitive design was that you would have to tune your guitar perfectly before locking the strings
down. If a string sharpened or flattened, you would have to unlock it at the nut and retune again.
Funnily enough, a similar design to this early version has recently made a comeback. According
to Govan, he prefers the lower maintenance of this system and believes it offers him stable
enough tuning. After experimenting with different metals, including brass which wore down too
quickly , Rose settled on hardened steel to form the two main components of the system. This
has the addition of fine tuners at the bridge, to allow players to tune after locking the strings in
place. In this period, playing a guitar without the system was somewhat abnormal! To cope with
the popularity, Rose licensed his design to companies such as Schaller, who mass-produced
his Original Floyd Rose system. Today, this is still considered the best version in terms of
tuning stability and longevity. The Original Floyd Rose is usually seen fitted to high-end guitars.
However, many affordable instruments feature licensed copies made from cheaper materials.
Some of these, such as the Series Floyd Rose, still offer great performance despite their lower
cost. Indeed there are! More or less the same as a Floyd Rose in terms of design, Ibanez have
many different iterations of the Edge tremolo. They have also produced ergonomic low-profile
versions, where the fine tuners sit lower down and are less in the way of the picking hand. The
quality of these tremolos is usually excellent, with many Ibanez players complementing their
stability and smooth feel. Kahler also produce double-locking tremolo bridges. However, they
followed a slightly different design philosophy, and the physical differences between their
systems and Floyds is quite noticeable. Nevertheless, their systems have also been popular
with some guitarists. These companies have also catered for extended range players,
manufacturing 7 and 8 string versions of their tremolo systems. Following the same design
essentially, these bridges have extra saddles and slots in their locking nuts to accommodate
the higher amount of strings. This meant that the bar could only be used to lower the pitch.
Others followed suit; most notably Dimebag Darrell of Pantera, who used the Floyd Rose to
develop his signature sound. Joe Satriani was one of the first players to employ this extreme
technique. In the next part of this article, we are going to look at how to restring a Floyd Rose.
Luckily for most Ibanez owners, this next part is relevant to your tremolos too! First off, get
yourself a fresh pack of strings! Start things off by grabbing a couple of allen wrenches. Most
Floyd Rose-equipped guitars would have included these when you made your purchase, with
the right sizes provided for your tremolo. If not, you can easily purchase a set of allen wrenches
at your local DIY shop. They are necessary to loosen certain components, allowing you to
release the old strings. Make sure you also have a string winder handy, as this will speed up the
process significantly. Wire cutters will be needed to cut off the string s excess, including the
ball ends of each replacement string. You may also need a Phillips-style screwdriver to remove
the back-plate from your guitar, so that you can make adjustments to the tremolo springs and

their tension. Start off by removing the locking nut plates. This will take pressure off the strings,
meaning that they are free to unwind and remove. Next, use an allen wrench to loosen the
corresponding saddle at the bridge end. Make sure to also do this carefully, as there is a small
metal block that keeps the string tightened â€” which may fall out. You do not want to lose one
of these either! If you have a floating or routed tremolo system, you may notice that the bridge
will have dipped back. This is fine, as tension from the removed string is lost and therefore the
springs are working more effectively without it. Now, you should be able to pull the string out
entirely. Wind up the string into a neat coil, and dispose of safely. Take out the replacement
string from the new pack. Unwrap the string, and use a pair of wire cutters to snip off the ball
end, including the section where it is tightly twisted. You can now insert the string into the
saddle at the bridge, and tighten it using the correct-sized allen wrench. Do not over-tighten!
Make sure that there is some slack, so that the string will wrap nicely around the post a couple
of times. Wind the string up to the pitch it needs to be, so that the tension is kept balanced like
before. This is easier to notice with a floating bridge system, however if you have a non-routed
guitar, you can check by gently pressing down on the bar and feeling whether the response is
the same as before. If you are changing to a thicker set of strings or a lighter gauge, things will
look different. A heavier string set will generate more tension, therefore causing more strain on
the springs that counter-balance the Floyd Rose. This is something you absolutely want to
avoid, as the action string height from the fretboard and intonation the tuning balance across
the fretboard will be badly affected. This could make your instrument almost unplayable â€” so
listen up! Grab your screwdriver, and tighten the claw that holds the springs to the inside of the
guitar body. Make a quarter-turn at a time â€” check â€” and turn until the bridge is level again.
You might find the process will become more fiddly with the 3 higher strings, however the same
method will work. Although slightly more patience may be required! Job done! The most
important thing now is to not go anywhere near the headstock tuners! This is why fine tuners
are on the bridge, so that you can adjust the tuning without unlocking anything at either side.
What a great invention, right? Here at Andertons Music Co, we understand that some people will
prefer to see the process rather than be told how to do it. This video details a different method
to ours, whereby all the strings are removed first and a block is placed under the rear of the
tremolo to maintain tension and balance. You get the same result after all, and some of you may
end up liking this method more! Are you curious about how long it can take to restring a Floyd
Rose-style bridge? Interested in finding out more about music gear and expanding your
knowledge? Click here to view all of our Learn articles. Thanks, Elliot. I have a question, please?
Is this likely to be the case, and if so, what can be done to reduce the action on the G and D
strings and flatten the radius of the Floyd? Hi John, thanks for your question and apologies for
the late response! After that you can then lower the overall height of the Floyd Rose unit.
Thanks, Elliott. I would be comfortable to have a go at adding the shims. Do you stock them, or
can you obtain them? The new Lockmeister Schaller uses C45 steel for the base plate. What do
they use in the Original Floyd Rose base plates? You must be logged in to post a comment.
View Elliot's Profile. What is a Floyd Rose? How Does a Floyd Rose Work? Ibanez Edge
Tremolos Indeed there are! Kahler Tremolos Kahler also produce double-locking tremolo
bridges. Floyd Rose â€” Routed vs. Music video by Joe Satriani performing Surfing with the
Alien. Removing the Old Strings Start off by removing the locking nut plates. Fitting a New
String This should be fairly easy. Basically, do almost the complete opposite of the previous
step! Nearing the Finish Line The most important thing now is to not go anywhere near the
headstock tuners! ESP Guitars: Restringing a guitar with a Floyd Rose For years, guitarists
have asked our advice on the proper way to restring a guitar equipped with a Floyd Rose
locking tremolo. In this detailed Tech Corner video, ESP's vice-president of product
development and chief tech Todd Binder shows you in extreme detail how to go about changing
strings on a Floyd-equipped guitar the right way. NOTE: We will be featuring more videos about
the complete setup of a Floyd-equipped guitar in upcoming videos. For more information, visit
Did you enjoy reading this article? Leave a comment below and share your thoughts! Elliot
Stent. Having studied Music and Music Technology, his interests lie equally in both
performance and production. Favouring Fender instruments and Marshall amps, Elliot is also a
pedal fanatic with a large collection of effects. John Rundle says:. Log in to Reply. Elliot Stent
says:. User 7 says:. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment.
Replacement tremolo bar with black finish for Original Floyd Rose tremolos and most Floyd
Rose licensed tremolos. Also includes a new base plate mounting collar for a tight "no wobble"
feel. Replacement tremolo bar with chrome finish for Original Floyd Rose tremolos and most
Floyd Rose licensed tremolos. Replacement tremolo bar with gold finish for Original Floyd Rose
tremolos and most Floyd Rose licensed tremolos. Original Floyd Rose gold mounting studs 2
with press in anchor bushings. Hardened steel for superior durability and tuning stability. Fits

Original Floyd Rose and Schaller floating tremolo systems. Screws fit 3. Use to lock down
strings at the nut. Fits Floyd Rose and Schaller tremolos. Chrome Floyd Rose string retaining
bar. Use behind the locking nut to keep proper tension and string angle over the nut. Includes
mounting screws. Black Floyd Rose string retaining bar. Gold Floyd Rose string retaining bar.
Accepts a 2. Set of six 6. Use to lock strings at the bridge. Note: Will not fit "Original" Floyd
Rose tremolos. Black Schaller hex allen wrench holder for the back of the head stock model
Holds One 3 mm wrench and one 2. Includes mounting screw. Chrome Schaller hex allen
wrench holder for the back of the head stock model Created with Sketch. Toggle menu. Gift
Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Shop By Brand GuitarElectronics. Shop by Brand
GuitarElectronics. Quick view Details. Floyd Rose sku: TA Add to Cart. View Details. Quick view.
Compare Selected. They sat a very little amount lower than the previous saddles on a floyd rose
special edition bridge that had stripped from overtightening and was fixed with a little action
adjustment. Had a parts diagram on the back of the package which is a nice touch. Didn't come
with the little bit to lock the
2012 f450
polaris trail boss 250 battery
cadillac eldorado forum
string in place, but i expected that, already had a set of those from the previous bridge. Perfect
fit. Exact replacement for my worn out saddles. Thank you. Fits perfectly. Works Great. Very
happy with selection. Didn't work out the price seemed too good to be true and that turned out
to be exactly the case I have to send them back. If a item fails to work as intended, we'll gladly
take back the product and replace it or refund you. Please call us at so we can make this right. It
is very simply sadddles. However is good for cheap Floy Rose. This set is made with a radius
arch. These went on and worked flawlessly. Loving my Floyd Rose again! We Ship Worldwide!
Chrome, set of 6 Item C. In stock, ready to ship! Black, set of 6 Item B. Gold, set of 6 Item G. Add
to Cart Save to Wishlist. Zinc alloy. Set of 6. Write a review 4. Feedback Comments. Our mobile
site is new, Give Feedback X. Mobile Feedback. Please leave your feedback below Your Name.
Your Email Invalid. GetSearchUrl document.

